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PRED1C2TNG SUMMER M1CROBUR8T ~
FROM T3fUNDERSTORM DAY STATfS~CS
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Joseph A. Cullen and Marilp
~
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INTRODU~ON

bw-altitode
wind shez, specifically, the aviationhamrdous fom of wind shear hewn as the micmburst, has
been cited as the muse of several aviation disasters over
the paat wo decades (ZorpeKe 1986). Microbursw are
stiong, small-scale convective storm downdrafts that impact
the gmmd and Muse a violent divergent outflow of wind,
me Federal Aviation Adminismation
FAA)
remntly
awarded a conwact for the production of 47 Terminal Dop
pier Weather Radars ~WRs)
todetea microbursts @vans
and Turnbull 1989, Turnbull et al. 1989). Since the TDW
systems are expensive, only a limited number will he available for use at major U.S. ai~otis. h deciding which airpotis will receive the TDWRa or any otier advanced detection equipment, such as the ASR-9 with wind shear detection capability ~eber
and Noyes 1988) or the Enhanced
hw bvel Wind Shear Alen System @arab et al. 1985),’
a demiled cost-benefit study will be perfomed @aflin Matietfa hfomation
Systims &oup 1989). One factor that
would aid in determining the benefit of advanced wind shear
detection equipment is a tiowledge of the average retative
microbmst threat at each major aipon. Using “thunderstorm day” statistics and the results of measurements by the
FAA TD~
testbed systems, we propose a method for pre.
dieting ttis threat.
2.
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STUDY

Mlcroburst statistics are not routinely collected, so
some other convective storm relamd dati must be used to
determine the level of microburst hazard at each U.S. stirNn. One thunderstorm related s~tistic with a tong archive
and nationwide coverage is the “thunderstorm day”, a mien.
dar day on which thunder is heard at least once by a weather
obsemer @epanment of Commerce 1958). Thunderstorm
day smtistics have been gathered at NWS offices around the
countty for approximately 100 years.
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h which microbust activity is known to be at its peak. Thus,
our derivation will predict the average number of summer
micmhursts occurring at most airports for which thunder.
sorm day dam is available.
3.

RELATING MICROBUR8TS
STOW DAY STATISTICS

3.1.

Determining

a Recion of Ao Placability

The method
for comparing
the number
of
microbursts that occur around an airport to the actual number of thunderstorm days recorded there requires an estimate of the acmal d[stance over which thunder can be heard
by weather obsemers. Ideally, thunder can be heard at distances as great as 25-30 km (Viemeister 1961), but a
weather observer stationed at an airport would hear tiunder
over a smalter area because 1) the observer spends most
of the time indoors per formin8 various duties and 2) the din
of air traffic drowns out thunder originating at great dismnces. Thus, we define the ~undersform
Day Obsemation
Region @OR)
as a circle of radius 15 h
around the
weather obsewation site. Only the microbursts that occur
witiln the TDOR will be related to the thunderstorm day
smtistics.
3.2.

U Ilvine Mcrobu rsts in the TDOR

To count microbursts in the TDOR, we chose to use
mesonet dam instead of Doppler radar data, or a combination of both, bemuse the mesonet operated continuously and
also provided us with an additional year of data Wolfson
1989). Even though the mesonet does not sample uniformly,
we can be assured that most microbursts that did fall in the
net were detected because of the fairly dense station spacjng

T8b/e 1
Average stat;on spac;”g (only those stat;ons w;thln 15
km of N WS site were “sedl, coveraoe areas ano scale factors used
for each meSO”et
S)!e.
.
~y~::::

Using acmal TDWR testbed microburst data obuined
MESONET SITE

in Memphis (1984 and 1985), Huntsville (1986), and Denver

The time period common to all our data is June 8
to September 8. Ttds corresponds closely to tie ctimatologi.
ml definition of summer (J””e 1 to Au8ust 31), the season

me

Utited

~FpRox,

~~~+

~;:+;ER

Mamptis

1984

1.90

190

3.72

MempMs

1985

2.16

240

2.95

Huntsville

1a86 (wI PAM)’

1.89

300

2.36

Huntsville

1986 (WIO PAM)

2,51

250

2.83

1,36

200

3,53

Denver

19a7 & 1988

. The 1986 mesonet was enhanced by the presence of 41 addtional portable aut0mat9d
mesonet station3 durlno the COHMEX Project (Dodge at al. 1986) i“ June and duly. Tms resulted In two tifferent average station spacinos for that year.

The work described here was ~onsored

Admitiuation,

;f;:;;g
(m)

(1987 and 1988) and the repotied number of thmderstom
days at these siks, we use smtistiwl regression tectiques
to derive a mathematiml relationship between micmburst
O=urrence and the number of thunderstorm days recorded
at each tocation.
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@able 1 ). Mcrobursta which impacted tie mesonet were
identified by DiStcfano (1987, 1988),. Clink (1988), and
DiStefano and Clark (1990). They found only a few micrObursta that were deteaed by Doppler radm but not by the
surface weather ~tion nework. Since these misses represent a ve~ small perwntige of the total number of obsewed
microbur~,
a comection for microbmst misses by the mesonet was deemed umemssq.
Given that mesonet dab is to be used ‘for eo~tin8
microbursu
ti the TDOR, m area of coverage for each
mesonet must be detetined.
The coverage wea will be the
mm of the individual mesonet smtion influence areas md
~.will demmine the fraction of the TDOR that was sampled.
The influence area for a sin81e mesonet smtion can be estimated from the workin8 definition of a microburst. Fujiti
(1985) defines a microburst as a wind velocity differential
of at least 10 ds over a distance of 4 h or less. Therefore,
if we assign an influence area equal to a circle of radius
2 km to each mesonet station, even a weak microburst, with
a velocity differential of 10 tis impactin8 WO mesonet stations exactly 4 W span, will be detected just within the influence area of the two smtions. The average station spacing
for each nework provides sofid areal coverage over most
of the mesonet.
..
Since we ultimately want to project how many
microbursts
occmed
witiln the TDOR based on our
mesonct-detected
microbmsta that also occurred ti.ere, we
need to detemine
the intersection of the solid area of
mesonet coverage ~iven by the union of all the smtions’
influence areas) with the TDOR. ~Is intersection yields an
apprOxima@ area of coverage. h example of a mesOnet’s
arial coverage is shown in Fi8ure 1 along wi+ the 15-h
radius circle bounding the TDOR.

tion of isowonic microburst occumence is suppo~d bv the
obsewed di~wibution of mesonet~etecte~mi~ob”us~
(e.8., figure 2). The smle factors used for each nemork are
given in Table 1. The acmal tbunderstom
days remrded
~y NWS obsemers from June 8 tiough September 8 at each
,of the sites. ~ and the scaled n~ber
of micrOb~s~ appropriate for compaison
@) me given in Table 2.
~
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Figure 2.
Locations 01 the 19&7mesonet-lmpsctlng
mlcmbursts
et fha tim as 01 thah peah stran9fh (DIStefanO, 1988). Solid horizontal and veflicsl lines represent position of runwsys al Stapleton international AlrPoti. Slmllar Isotropic dlstrlbutlons wara obsewed during
1985 and 1988 In Memphis and Huntsville, raspactively (DiStefano
1987, Clark 198S).
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4.

AND DRY MICROB~~
DAYS

TO

Our results show that microbursts occur mainly on
tbmderatom
days in the southeastern pafi of the counq,
whereas many microbursts occur on days that are not thunderstorm days in the Denver area Cable 2 ). ~Is is due ~
to the common occumencc of d~ microbursta in the Western
Plateau. DV microbursts originate from benign-looting,
high-based cumulonimbus clouds that produce little if any
surface rain Wmmm 1954 Wakimoto 1985; Wilson et al.
1984). These clouds are less likely to produce Iighming (and
therefore thunder) than the more typical low cloud base,
heavy rain thunderstorms Williams et al. lg8ga).
Summaw of scs!ad mlcroburst and thunderstorm day
Tabfa 2.
date for aach mesonel Slta. T Is the obsewed number of thunderstorm days, M tha total number of mlcrobursts, MT tha number of
mlcrobursls on thuntierstorm days, Mx the numbar of mlc,obunts
on non-thundemtorm
daYS, Mw.t tha number of wet mlwbursts,
and Mdw fhe number of dw microbu=ts.

Figure 1 . &ea of covarage for mesonet at Danver, CO. Cities
of radius 2 km rapresent Inlluenca areas of individual masonet stations, outer Oo”ndaw of TDOR Is .Islble at corners of f[l”stratlon,
and totsl area 0! mesone! coveraga Is rapresantsd by irregularly
shaped polygon.
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microburst occwence is random ad
evenly dtsuibuted, multiplying the number of microbwsta
detected within the mesonet mverage area by a scale factor
equal to the ratio of the ~ea of the TDOR to the mesonet
covera8e area will yield a projected number of microbusta
occurring witin 15 km of the obsemation site. This asswp

a5

E we assume

D

Mdw

.
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To check this assumption, we exmine the surface
rainfall characteristics of micmbursts that o~ur both on
tbunderstom days (given the symbol MT) md on non-thunderstom days (Mx). The mml number of micmburmay
be subdivided amording to
M

=

Mwt

+

.Mdw

where M is the to~l nmber of micrnbursta that omur, Mw,t
tie number tiat occur witi measurable surfa~ rainfall. .~d
Mdw, thOSe WitiOUt measuable
sufiaw rahfall. However,
it is also tme that
M.

MT+m.

&muse the type of microbursta in Denver appar different
from those typiml of the Southeast, we mn anticipate that
it will be necessa~ m derive NO different equations m prediet sumer
microburst Occu~en~ in ~ese regiOns.
4.1.

M!nfall

Charaae ristics of ~

and MI

til of the microbunta
on non-thunderstom
days
(Mx) in Denver 1987 were “dW” @able 2); no measurable
rainfall was deteaed at the surface. k Denver 1988, radar
ad mesonet data indlmts only 21% of “tie microbursta on
non-tfrundersom
days were wet. Thus, as expected, the
vast majority of microbursts occuming on non-thunderstorm
days in Denver were d~.
b conuast m Denver, microbursta rarely o~urred on
non-thwderstom
days in the Southeast. Duing the smdy
period, only 9~o of the microbuats were obsemed on nontbunderstom
days (Mx) in Memphis and Huntsville mable
2 ). Wdar and mesonet rainfall dam indimte at least 7570
of tiese microb”rsts were. wet. me rainfall characmristics
of the other WO events could not be detemined bemuse
of lack of radar and rain gage dam: @terestingly, 387. of
these microbursts on non-thunderstorm
days occurred near
the outer bounda~ of the ~OR.)
Based on the surfa~ rainfall information, we found
that the micmbursts on non-tiunderstom
days (Mx) were
both wet and dg in Denver and only wet in Huntsville and
Memphis. The obsemation of wet microbursta on nonthunderstom
days sug8ests possible obsewer emor. W1lflama et al. (1989b) found only a small per@n@8e of wet
microbuista in 1987 md 1988 in Huntsville that were not
accompanied by Ughming, md these microbursu were ve~
weak. Radu data for 6 of the 7 microbwsta on non-tiunderatom days in Denver 1988 showed 40-55 dBz cells were
present witiin 10 ti of the obsewation site (Stipleton hternational ti~on).
Corona cument measuremen~ ~tlliama
1989) showed fighmin8 was in the area during at least 5 of
the events. However, the relatioristip beween high radar
reflectivity md flghming occunence, and the exact Iomtiona
of the ti8hming detected by the corona probe measurements
are unm~in,
so we -nnot state conclusively that these Occumenms represent obsemer enor.
AR microbbrsta in Memp~s and H~~ville
Occ~fing On tiu”derstOm
days MT) Were associamd witi :urfaee rainfall. However, in Denver OnlY 52% Of ~e’ eyen~
.

in 1987, and 3370 in 1988 were associated with surface rainfall.
4.2. “~e D evendence of M, .et on T
Bemuse WO tistinct types of microbursts occur in
Denver md only one ~pe occurs in the Southeast, an at.
tempt m relate M, the total number of microbursts, m T using data from the two cfimatological regions would be inappropriate. It is more appropriate to relate similar types of
microburata to thunderatom
days. For Denver, M~ct is
equal to only a fraction of the total number of micmbursts.
However, we assume that M=t = M in the Southeast, where
we be fieve all microbursta are wet. DV microburst occurrence in the Denver area will be considered in Section 5.
A least-squares
smtistical regression can be performed to detemine the relationship between Mwet and T.
The dam was fit using the three basic mathematical models
shown in Figure 3. Since the data consists of only six points
:;>ding
the origin), only integer exponents are co”sid,.-.
The ms error resulting from the least-squares fit of
each model is indicated in parentheses in F!g. 3. Based on
these errors, the finear model provides the best fit for the
data and will be used as the expression relating M~cl m T.
.~e @efficient “a” resultin8 from this fit is 3.7 +0.5, where
0.5 is the standard deviation of the regression coefficient.
~Is impfies that, on average, 3 or 4 wet microbursts occur
witiln a TDOR on a given thunderstorm day. It is worth noting’ that the errors here are quite large. Not only is the sample small, but the available thunderstorm day dam all falls
witiln a veg hmited range, indicated by the shaded re~on
in Fig. 3. More data over a larger number of years and a
greater range of thunderstorm days is needed before much
confidence an be placed in the finear model.

NUMBEROF r-STORM OAYS (JUN a - SEP 8)
Rssults 01 laast-squares fits of seiacted models to the
Figure 3.
Mwt and T data shown In Tsble 2. Shadad rsglon accentuates the
Ilmftad range of date currently available for T.

Assuming that each individual thunderstorm has the
potential to spawn a microburst, we ~n sPeculate ~at mOre
microbursts are likely m occur within a confined area c e.,

,.,
.
.
the Thwderstorm Day Observation Region) on a given tiunderstom day in the southern regions of the aun~
(where
thunderstorms are more frequent) than are Ukely to occur
within the same area in the notiern
regions. Remembering
that a weatier obsemer records a thunderstoti
day if he
heus thunder at least once during any -Iendar day, it is
plausible that the relationship bemeen wet microburss and
thunderstorm days is nonfinear. The limited da~ we have
to date suggests a finear relationship, but the acquisition of
addhional data may fiange Wls result.
5.

P~DI~NG

S.1.

predlctine

MICROBU~T

OCCU-NCE

Mw.t

To predict wet microburst totals in the Southeast and
the Western Plateau region, direct use of the finear relationship between wet micmburst totals and thmtdernom
days
is appropriate. ~is reatdta in the following expression for
the towl number of wet microbursta.

dicting the average summer hazardous microburst frequency
for an airport area, wo additional factors need to be tiken
into account. These are deswibed below.
~ ,i
Wn
6.1.
me first TDWR Operational. Demonstration
mn. d“cted during July and August of 1988 at S@pletOn bterna. -tionai Airpofi in Denver ~urnbull et ai. lg8g) revealed that
microbursts with differential velocities less than 1S tis have
very Iitde impact on aircraft performance. However, the
dam used in thts derivation defined a micrOburst as having
a tiifferential velocity of 10 ds or more. Single Doppler
peak estimates for microbur$ts which impacted the mesOnet
from 1985-1988 indicate that approximately 6S%, of both
wet and dry microburste detected by mesonet had a differential velocity greater than 1S m/s. The single Doppler peak
estimate is comparable to the headwind-tailwind
shear an
aircraft would encounter during microburst penetration.
Therefore, microburst tOtals predicted by Our derived equations, multiplied by 0.6S, will give the number Of aviationhazardous microbursts.
6.2.

,=

..

The problem of predicting the tom] nmber of d~
microbursts in tie Western Pla@au region is discussed in the following section.

summer

S.2. B edictine M&
DV microbursts occurred commonly on both dmnderstorm days and non-thunderstom
days in Denver, and
in inconsistent propofiions to the wet microbuq
on $ose
days in the WO different years of dam. Remarkably consistent, though, was the percentigc
of the tolal summer
microburs~ tiat were d~, tiIs was 69% in 1987 and 707.
in 1988.
~Is obsemed consistency Wn be exploited in predicting M for Denver and the Western Plateaw assume MWeI
de~rmined in Section 5.1 is equal m 309. of the toml ttumber of microburste. men, if the wet tO dw micrOburat ratiO
in Denver is characteristic of the ent;re Western Plateau, tie
equation projecting the total number Of micrOburs~ in fie
Western Plateau region is given by
~STERN

The TDWR Users Working Group recommends that
a wind shear alarm region extend 3 nautical miles (S.6 km)
from the end of ai~ort runways (to protect the 81ideslope
paths) and be 1 nautiml nlile (1.6 km) in width. Since moat
airport mnways are not longer than 4 km in length, the region to be protected comesponds tO approximately 2S square
h per mnway. The total area of the alarm region will vag
from airport to airpon, depenting On tile number Of runwaYs
in use. However, our derived equations predict the number
of microbursts expected within a circle Of radlUS 15, ~
around an airport (fie “~o~).
Thus, to prOvide mlcrOburst tmnls that represent the aviatiOn microburst hazard !,
at each site, the number of predicted microbursts muti be
~ed~ced by a factor R, the ratio ~tween the areas Of tie
wind shear alarm region of the airpo~ Of interest and tie
TDOR region.

m (1S km)z

6.3.

PLATEAU

m
where the stnndard deviation Of the regression coefficient
detemined in Section 4.2 has also been increased by 70%
tO 1.7. mUS, Me average number Of micrOb~sE Per ry
corded tbunderstom
day in a Westerh ‘iateau ~OR
1s
more than three timee greater ~an in tie reet Of tie cOunW.
P3u3DIaNG
AW~GE
MICROBURST ~

S~MER

icmburst

A’r

t Hazar

uations

The inclusion of the factors mentioned in tie p:ewding sections yields the final equations to be used to p=di~
relative summer microburst hazard at U.S. airpo~s. neY
8re

Mwet = (12.3 * 1.7) T

6.

F~

To

be used for all pam of the countv

::I

AJRPORT

(2.4*0.3)

T R

!?
,,,,,

1

TO cmtveti the equations fOr predicting mean smmer microbust frequency in a ~OR intO equatiOns for Pre-
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6.4.

w~

rst Haz

n~

The final equations derived for relating micmburs~
to rfrunderstom days are appropriate for s~mw
otiy. M
Dmvm, 69% of the annual tbunderstom
days owfff in the
tiee suer
months, on average (e.g., COW and Griffiths
1986). However, only 5170 of the amual number in
HunGville, ad 4170 of tie annual number in Memphis occur during the summer. Thus, a predlctimt of summer microburet totals clearly underestimates the annual microbust
hazard in Memphis and Hmtsville, relative to Denver. Furtbemore,
tie micmburstithunderstom
day relationship
could be d!fferent for the spring and fall seasons. Unfomf natily, TDWR testbed mesonet data for these seasons is incomplew, so dds relationship cannot be determined.
since we currently lack data in regions where summer thunderstorm day totals are significantly lower or higher than in the regions used k MIS analysis, we suggest the
resulting equations be used only for those locations where
mean sffmer thuffderstom day totals fall within the mflge
bounded by the ‘finver, Memphis, md Huntsville mean
suwer
totals (22-30 thunderstorm days).
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Barab, J.D., K.D. Jalfe, S.R. Marks, and PI. O’Brien,

T represmti the mem number of summer tbwderdays, and R is defiied in Setion 6.2.

where

Cfimatic

phis,

wo3tK

TD~ testbed mesonet data obtained in Kansas City,
Missouri in 1989 will be analyzed and additional data will
be collected in Orlando, Florida (1990 and 1991) and possibly WasMngton, D.C. (1992). ~ese dam points can be ticluded in tiIs study as they become available. The data we
have at present falls within a namow. range Of ~uflderstO~
days (21-30). Although Kansas City’s mean sumer
thunderstomt day total also falls in tiis range, ttis’ data will be
useful because it provides data from another c[imatrdogicai
regime. The inclusion of micmburst and thundastom
day
data from Orlando and Washington, wfdch ~pically experience approximately 49 and 17 thunderstorm days during the
summer months, respectively, would mminly add confidence to our predictions made with the resulting equations.
The prospect of obtaining two years of data from another
site (Orlando) would also increase our confidence in the resulting equations since the signifimnce of interannual vari.
ability in our derivation is still unceflain.
To check our argument that d~ micmburst occurrence is indeed rare in all regions of the countfy except the
Western Plateau, statistics on wet and dry micmbursts will
also be computed for the Kansas City, Orlando,
and Washington D.C. microbursts.
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